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Reflecting on our intimate composition, we arrive at incredible finds about our vibrational nature, our and the life of all living things. We consist of millions and millions of molecules, atoms, and then particles, which, after all, are just electromagnetic fields, bioelectricity and vibration. Our world is less lasting than we imagined, and we are less stable than we
think. In fact, our body is constantly changing, regenerating into a permanent mutation. In this article we deal with the use of an old but current therapeutic technique based on the vibrational emission of bioenergy and radioactive waves. Radionics is a science that studies the properties of these waves and sets up graphic tables to measure them. Although it
is most commonly used by geologists, at the same time a therapy based on the vibrational area of humans and living beings in general has been developed. It is here that the so-called Radiosestesia takes its place, which is nothing more than the ability of man to perceive the waves of another, reflecting in the movement of radiostetic rods, pendulums or any
element that serves this purpose. When we see a radioestist working with his pendulum, the propensity for skepticism tells us that it moves the element. Well, yes, that's right, the movement comes not from the patient, but from the therapist, and there is no deception in that regard. Radiostatic perceives the vibration of a processed person who changes or
moves its own field. Don't you think that's amazing? Either way, a pendulum or rod draws the patient's field through a therapist. There are different ways of applying this method, as well as different goals. Application of Radiestesia For centuries it has been used to detect groundwater, metals or detect changes in the Earth's magnetic lines, in this sense, it has
also been very useful in the development of graphics applied to feng shui at home. We can say that we live immersed in a network of energy lines that intersect, generating various effects, positive or harmful to our health. In this regard, Radisthesia plays a key role in the use and harmonization of the environment. It has also been used in order to find lost
objects or people, in which case expert communication is much more subtle and difficult to achieve. Maps on which the pendulum draws different shapes are used, depending on the perception of the radiist. Finally, the pendulum can be applied to photos, or to the body picture, to establish tissues or organs affected by certain energy disorders harmful to It is
clear that the pendulum is usually suspended over the patient's body, allowing free movement; This movement can be elliptical or circular, horizontal or vertical, clockwise or counterclockwise. The therapist will give his interpretation, which is not capricious, as it is the result of a unique code borrowed between him and his pendulum. In other posts we will talk
more about this exciting topic, which never ceases to amaze us, because of its many aspects. We have already commented and will continue to comment on the huge possibilities of radionics, but today we will also talk about similarities with other activities, almost identical in terms of perception of energies and vibrations, but which, nevertheless, is much
better known to the general public. Almost everyone has heard, seen the action, or even hired services zahor or rabdomant, in fact a radioman. The person carrying out this activity discovers, among many other possibilities, groundwater with immense ease with the help of a fork branch, simple metal rods or pendulum. Interestingly, it is considered a
pseudoscientific activity like radio, but it is still very effective and used. An experienced zahore can detect ore veins, hidden objects or deposits of various characteristics, detecting even the meters needed for excavation or drilling. What is interesting is that this is an activity that can be studied and developed methodically to be able to assess the muscle
changes that are evident through the simple tools mentioned (branch, rods, pendulums and similar). Historical evidence of this activity has been available for at least 4,500 years. However, he has also been criticized as a superstitious practitioner and devil action. Martin Luther himself called it an act of witchcraft that violated the first commandment. Today,
official science considers him a charlatan because it will not find an explanation that it can parameterize. Curiously, there are at least three scientific studies that claim to show that this ability is false, and that what its practitioners do is simply fraud. However, people continue to hire the Services of zahore because they are very effective in detecting and drilling
wells. Many of them are charged only with positive intelligence. Why would someone hire services over and over again that are scammed or useless? Why do many zakhors live on this activity if all this is a lie? In fact, the practice of radioesthesia shows that people tend to have the ability to perceive a variety of information, for what we believe is possible with
our five core feelings, and that we can use these opportunities for our benefit and others. Radionica is also a system that is considered by many to be controversial and pseudoscientific because it uses devices that are used to detect vibrations and subtle parameters of energy information that are not approved by official science. However, the results of its
use demonstrate its great potential for a wide range of applications. In addition, the use of a radional device makes it easier for the operator to detect and use these energies without the need for long-term preparation, as in the case of radiosesia. Anyone can basically process radionics in five or ten minutes. That's his huge advantage. On the other hand, with
radio devices the field of action is much bigger and just amazing. That's amazing. radiestesia e radionica. radionica e radiestesia pdf. graficos de radiestesia y radionica. graficos de radiestesia y radionica pdf. manual de radiestesia y radionica pdf. videos de radiestesia y radionica. manual de radiestesia y radionica. que es radionica y radiestesia
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